DOTSORIGINAl
delicious european-tasting Donuts

No artificial flavors, no preservatives,
delicious european-tasting Donuts
have a good dots original ®

®

Welcome to the world
®
of DOTS ORIGINAl
a world where your imagination
can run free thanks to our unlimited
variety of flavors, fillings, and formats.
We offer one of the most original
and extensive ranges on the market.

DOTS ORIGINAl ®

retail ready dots

CLASSIC dots original ®

decorated dots original ®

FILLED dots original ®

ball & long dots original ®

MINI & POP dots original ®

New references in
an attractive packaging,
ready to go

Authentic sugar or cacao,
Dots ORIGINAL ® are forever

A real chocolate coating
with attractive toppings,
and no artificial coloring

Hearty fillings to choose
from: creamy cacao,
caramel, or marmalade

Our authentic Dots
ORIGINAL ® dough
in different shapes

The hearts of our Dots
ORIGINAL ® become
the ideal bite

HAVE A GOOD DOTS ORIGINAL®
european-tasting donuts
Discover the flavor of authentic European doughnuts

No artificial flavors or preservatives
Free of preservatives and artificial flavors

FILLED & Decorated
Ready to sell, already filled and decorated

Thaw and sell

Very convenient. Thaw on demand

INNOVATION

Every year we launch new variations,
aligned with the most recent global trends.

Variety

With over 200 references, we offer one
of the most extensive ranges on the market

2.5 Million

the latest technology to produce
over 2.5 million units per day.

InternaTIONAL
We operate in over 75 countries.

EASY TO HANDLE

Keep frozen until ready
to display. Remove product
from freezer.

Remove desired number
of Dots from box and place
box with remaining Dots
back in the freezer.

Thaw at room for recommended
time. (Do not place iced Dots
in direct sun and do not
refrigerate as this will
dry out product.

Merchandise as desired
once product has reached
room temperature.

CLASSIC
DECORATED
FILLED
POP DOTS ORIGINAL
BALL & LONG
RETAIL

®

®
DOTS
ORIGINAl
retail ready

66581
CARAMEL FLAVORED
FILLED DOTS ORIGINAL
®

24p x 4u
5 x10

10.30 oz
25-30’

66578
Cocoa & Hazelnut
Filled DOTS ORIGINAL
®

24p x 4u
5 x10

10.58 oz
25-30’

66576
PINK
DOTS ORIGINAL
®

24p x 4u
5 x10

8.04 oz
20’

66577
white drizzle
DOTS ORIGINAL
®

24p x 4u
5 x10

10.58 oz
15-20’

store
to the table.
Breakfast
for all

®
DOTSMINI
ORIGINAl
& POP dots

60240
Mini Dots Assortment
75 u

1.22 oz

10 x 9

20’

Contains a selection of Glazed Mini Dots,
White Choc Drizzle Mini Dots
and Dark Choc Drizzle Mini Dots.

64210
Sugared PopDots ORIGINAL®
1oo u

0.42 oz

10 x 16

64220
cocoa PopDots ORIGINAL®

15-20’

1oo u

Our classic dough, sugar-coated

64225
cocoa & Hazelnut PopDots ORIGINAL®
88 u

0.63 oz

10 x16

15-20’

dots original
HEARTs
Big little bites,
irresistible
pleasure

88 u

0.78 oz

15-20’

10 x16

64245
Pink PopDots ORIGINAL®
88 u

15-20’

0.74 oz

10 x16

NEW

68739 poWdered COCOA FILLED
PopDots ORIGINAL ®
0.64 oz

20’

10 x15

Our classic dough with a chocolate filling,
dusted wtih powdered sugar.

88236 WHITE CARAMEL
FLAVORED POPDOTS 8U
1oo u
10 x11

6.21 oz
15-20’

Special Retail-ready

65239 DOUBLE CHOColate FILLED
PopDots ORIGINAL ®
88 u

15-20’

Our classic dough with an attractive
pink chocolate coating,
decorated with caramel crunch

Our classic dough with a white chocolate
coating, decorated with a toffee crunch.

NEW
108 u

10 x16

64235
White Caramel flAvored
PopDots ORIGINAL ®

Our classic dough with a chocolate
coating and an almond bits topping.

®

0.56 oz

Our classic dough coated
in real chocolate

0.77 oz

20’

10 x16

Sponge cake dough filled with real cacao,
covered in chocolate and decorated
with chocolate chips

88238 COCOA &
HAZELNUTS POPDOTS 8U
1oo u
10 x11

5.08 oz
15-20’

Special Retail-ready

®
DOTS ORIGINAl
CLASSIC

85591
Large Glazed Dots
48 u

2.47 oz

5 x15

24690
LARGE COCOA DOTS
15-20’

The classic with glazed
sugar on top. Large size

48 u

2.82 oz

1.83 oz

10 x15

23100
Cocoa Dots
15-20’

The classic with glazed
sugar on top

1.55 oz

5 x15

36 u

2.12 oz

10 x15

20’

The classic dipped
in chocolate

65520
Dots Plain
72 u

15-20’

The classic dipped
in chocolate. Large size

85151
GLAZED Dots
36 u

5 x15

23090
White Drizzle Dots
15-20’

Artisanal appearance, uncoated
and unfilled, so you can personalize
decoration and filling as you like it

36 u

2.65 oz

10 x15

20’

Coated with a double layer of
white chocolate glaze and topped
with a delicate chocolate drizzle

Classic Dots,
soft and spongy,
covered in sugar
or chocolate glaze

®
DOTS ORIGINAl
decorated

13084
COCOA SPRINKLE DOTS
36 u

1.94 oz

10 x15

64920
Dots on the Rocks

22020
COCOA & HAZELNUT DOTS
15-20’

24 u

2.26 oz

10 x 16

Dipped in cocoa and topped
with hazelnut bits”

24260
Confetti Dots

80668
Pink Dots

36 u

1.98 oz

10 x15

15-20’

Dipped in white icing
and topped with pastel-colored
sugar sprinkles

36 u

2.12 oz

36 u

15-20’

Decorated with a layer
of dark cocoa flavored
coating and pastel-colored
sprinkles on top

3.10 oz

10 x15

15-20’

Exquisite cocoa-laden cake dough,
coated in white icing and topped all
around with cocoa bits

61175
Red Cookie Crumbles Dots

10 x15

20’

36 u

Delicate strawberry-coated
glaze with white sprinkles

2.1 oz

10 x13

15-20’

Cheesecake-flavored coating
topped with vanilla chocolate
chip biscuit bit

60115
PINK SQUARE DOTS
36 u

2.26 oz

10 x14

15-20’

Unique square shape,
with a pink coating and delicate
white sugar stripes, topped
with strawberry pearls

Playful appearance,
unique colors,
toppings, glazes
and formats

®
DOTS ORIGINAl
FILLED
61530
CARAMEL FLAVORED FILLED Dots
36 u

2.58 oz

10 x 15

20-25’

Unique filled Dots with a creamy
caramel filling. The white icing
on top is highlighted
with a crunchy caramel topping

68765
APPLE FILLED DOTS
36 u

2.61 oz

10 x 15

67180
RED VELVET Dots
20-25’

Sugar-coated and filled with apple jam,
topped with chewy jelly apple bits, decorated
with green cocoa stripes.

82919
COCOA & HAZELNUT FILLED DOTS
24 u

2.66 oz

10 x 15

20-25’

Filled with European-style cocao & hazelnut cream,
drizzled with delicate cocoa stripes

36 u

2.61 oz

10 x 15

20-25’

Yogurt cream filled, covered
with white icing and topped
with Red Velvet cookie bits.

62930
CUSTARD FILLED SUGAR
24 u

2.47 oz

10 x 16

20-25’

Soft dough, custard cream filling,
topped with real granulated sugar.

Delicious fillings,
attractive
decorations,
ready to eat

®
DOTSballORIGINAl
& long dots

35890
Plain Balldots
36 u

1.94 oz

10 x11

64190
Custard & Cocoa BallDots
20-30’

36 u

Soft dough with no decoration,
ideal for customizing coating
and filling to taste

3.1 oz

10 x11

10 x11

60-75’

Soft dough, custard cream filling,
cocoa shell coating

21290 Dark
Deco BallDots

90159
Jelly Filled BallDots
36 u

3.53 oz

36 u

20-30’

Coated with real granulated sugar,
filled with delicious raspberry jelly

3.2 oz

8 x11

60-75’

Soft dough, authentic chocolate
filling, topped with thin chocolate
stripes

62810
Dark Big Long Dots
24 u

3.52 oz

10 x15

60-75’

Soft dough in long format,
filled with cocoa hazelnut cream,
and topped with real granulated sugar

An explosion
of flavor:
jelly, custard,
or chocolate

®
DOTS ORIGINAl
CROdots

From a French mother
and an American father

Tasty, crispy crust.
Sugar dusting
Laminated dough,
as exquisite
as a croissant

Croissant on the inside,
Dots on the outside

=

+
Croissant

Donut

Crodot

69231
Sugar-Coated CroDots Original®
24 u

2.82 oz

10 x15

15-20’

Authentic puff pastry made with margarine.
Tender, smooth texture.
Crunchy, tasty crust. Dusted with Sugar

a perfect
combination
of two classics
croissant inside, ®
and Dots original
outside.

DOTS ORIGINAl ®

www.dotsoriginal.com

